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Dear Author, 

Manuscript Id:JNS-122821 

Thank you for your submission entitled 'Psychological Study of the Impact of the 
Covid-19 Pandemic on Students: The Effect of Empathy and Resilience on 
Policy Acceptances and its Implications on Compliance'. 

Your submission will be reviewed by staff to ensure it conforms to accepted academic 
norms, and to screen out incomplete and/or non-compliant submissions. 

After checking, it will be sent to the Editor for a further check as to whether the paper 
should progress to full review. 

If your paper moves further in the process, your submission will be blind reviewed by a 
minimum of two reviewers. These reviewers will make recommendations to the Editor. 

Your submission will receive a final review by the Editor. 

A result notification will usually be sent to you within 2 days of submission. 
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Dear Sofia, 

Thank you for acknowledging the submission of my manuscript. I am eagerly awaiting 
further information. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anizar Rahayu 

________________________________________________________________________ 
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Dear Author, 

I am writing to inform you that your manuscript is currently undergoing the review 
process for potential publication in the Journal of Namibian Studies. Our team of 
reviewers will carefully evaluate the content and provide their feedback in due course. 

We appreciate your patience during this process and will keep you informed of the 
outcome as soon as the review is completed. If you have any questions or require 
further information, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Thank you for choosing the Journal of Namibian Studies as a potential venue for your 
research. 
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Dear Sofia, 

Thank you for your response. I will be gladly waiting for the result of the review. 

Kind regards, 

Anizar Rahayu 
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Dear Author, 

Manuscript Id:JNS-122821 

Editor Review and Comments: 

1. Your paper must be edited by an ENGLISH NATIVE PERSON. After you have 
corrected your paper, you may make it in the center of Proofreading-Editing, that 
imposes a special rate for the journal author/s. www.proofreading-editing.eu. 

2. Please use only the English language in the Manuscript. Including your name and 
affiliation information. 

3. Do not write place or university name in the title and abstract. You can write in the 
method without repeating it in the relevant places. 

4. Tables and graphics should be prepared in APA 7 style. 
5. Your references should be written according to APA 7 Editing (American 

Psychological Association). All references must be given a DOI or (if not available) 
URL link. The link provided below may be helpful for you. 
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Dear Sofia, 

Thank you for the review of my manuscript. I will revise the manuscript according to 
the suggestions provided by the reviewers and upload the revised version on your OJS 
platform. 

Sincerely, 

Anizar Rahayu 

________________________________________________________________________ 
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Dear Sofia, 

I have revised my manuscript with the ID JNS-122821, titled 'Psychological Study of 
the Impact of the Covid-19 Pandemic on Students: The Effect of Empathy and 
Resilience on Policy Acceptances and its Implications on Compliance,' according to the 
suggestions provided by the reviewers. 

The following are the changes I made: 

1. Improved English language and proofreading of the manuscript by a native English 
speaker. 

2. Removed author identities and affiliations from the abstract section. 
3. Enhanced the narrative of the methodology used in the study. 
4. Formatted the manuscript according to APA style guidelines. 
5. Corrected the formatting of the References section in accordance with APA style 

requirements. 

I believe these revisions have strengthened the quality and clarity of the manuscript. I 
am grateful for the valuable feedback provided by the reviewers, which has significantly 
contributed to the improvement of my research. 

Please let me know if there are any further steps I need to take or if there are any 
additional revisions or requirements that need to be addressed. I am committed to 
ensuring that the manuscript meets the high standards of the journal. 

Thank you for your guidance and support throughout this process. I appreciate the 
opportunity to collaborate with you and contribute to the advancement of knowledge in 
our field. 

Sincerely, 

Anizar Rahayu 
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Dear Author, 

We are delighted to inform you that your manuscript with the Manuscript ID: JNS-
122821, titled 'Psychological Study of the Impact of the Covid-19 Pandemic on 
Students: The Effect of Empathy and Resilience on Policy Acceptances and its 
Implications on Compliance,' has been accepted for publication in the Journal of 
Namibian Studies. 

Attached to this email, you will find the official Letter of Acceptance for your 
manuscript. We appreciate the thorough research and valuable insights presented in 
your work. Your contribution is highly regarded, and we are honored to have your 
manuscript as part of our journal. 

As we move forward with the publication process, we kindly request your cooperation in 
addressing any minor revisions or formatting suggestions made by our reviewers. Your 
attention to detail will ensure that your manuscript meets our publication standards and 
enhances its impact within the academic community. 

Please note that our editorial team will be in touch with you shortly to provide further 
instructions regarding the publication process. Should you have any questions or 
require additional information, please do not hesitate to reach out to us. 

Once again, we extend our congratulations on the acceptance of your manuscript. We 
look forward to a fruitful collaboration and the dissemination of your research in the 
upcoming issue of our journal. Thank you for choosing our journal as the platform to 
share your valuable work. 
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